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and the Poi Pounda
B Y  C H A R L E S  C I N T R O N

Po‘o Nui

What is GT Popping about?

Trust your gear and finish 
it; Race Point 200 still has 
a lot of power left and the 
Stella 10k working overtime.

GT Popping is the dream that with one rod and one 
lure you can make a cast and battle with a fish of a 
lifetime.  When you make that cast will you be ready? 
Win or lose you will remember it forever.

While boosting, the angler feels the hooks 
bend and pull (notice you can already see 
bent hooks); this fish feels big.

After a massive strike, 
the fight is on; hold on 
until the run stops.

Why would someone cast a six to seven ounce 

lure for hours waiting for one bite? One of the 

most frequent questions among GT Popping 

anglers are, “What did the strike look like?” 

followed by, “How was the fight? And how long?”

 Why do they ask that? It’s because that’s 

what GT Popping anglers dream about. 

Pictures speak a thousand words and these 

images showcase what happens when angler 

and fish meet with one thing in mind: break each 

other’s will to fight. Meet Po’o Nui, a GT built 

to break fishermen and their dreams of glory. 

The angler fishes with the GTFC “Poi Pounda”, 

a remake of the classic Hawaiian popper: black 

with red eyes. His rod of choice, the Saltywater 

Tackle Race Point 200, paired with the Shimano 

Stella ‘08 10000SW; the equalizers in this fight. 

Meet Po’o Nui and 
the GTFC Poi Pounda.
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The fight is almost over.

He’s just about pulled the rear treble out 
and starting a tail thrust to break the 
will of the angler and make him give up.

Pictures speak a thousand words and these images 
showcase what happens when angler and fish meet 
with one thing in mind: break each other’s will to fight.
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• Rod & Reel
   Repairs
• Bait
• Bulk Ice
• Beer
• Sundries
• Novelties

A Place Where Tails Come True
(808) 247-0938(808) 247-0938

NANKO
FISHING & DIVING SUPPLY

Time to send him home.

51” of Hawaiian GT. Two out 
of 6 barbs left that were not 

straightened during the fight.


